Be inspired by our colours at
www.rehau.com/noblematt

Elegance
and beauty combined
The touch
of beauty.

The noble matt collection from REHAU helps bring luxurious design
into your everyday life. The combination of surfaces, edgebands
and storage solutions together form a surface design with seamless
integration, coupled with a unique feel. The velvety matt feel,
anti-fingerprint finish and high scratch resistance are what elevate
the exceptional aesthetics to something truly special. Find your
perfect match among our range of on-trend colours.

Noble matt
collection
The touch of beauty.
www.rehau.com/noblematt
To discover more, visit
www.rehau.com/noblematt
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Maltese Mist - 2463L

Boxcar Blonde - 2464L		

Olive Detour - 2460L

Midnight Dash - 2462L

Casa Blanca - 2453L

Capital Starlit - 2455L

Silver Lake - 2456L

Trench Coat - 2458L

High Low - 2454L

Smoke Stack - 2457L

Gaslit Alley - 2459L

After Dark - 2461L
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After Dark - 2461L

RAUVISIO noir

Monotonic matte surfaces
blending elegance
and craftsmanship with
the modern contours
of cosmopolitan life.

Conceived in Italy, the design centre of the world, RAUVISIO
noir was curated with care and consideration to capture
a sense of timeless elegance. Deep charcoal, crisp white, ocean
blue and even emerald tones stimulate the imagination
and the senses. A stroll at twilight, a candlelit dinner in New
York or a journey of discovery through Casablanca – all these
stories are the inspiration behind the RAUVISIO noir collection.

RAUVOLET noble matt
and RAUKANTEX noble matt

RAUVISIO brilliant noble matt
Inspiration depends on variety –
which is why, in RAUVISIO brilliant
noble matt, we have found
the perfect companion product
to RAUVISIO noir surfaces.

REHAU collaborates with Lebenshilfe Hof workshops to manufacture the sample materials.

The eight colours are a perfect match for our
design system and can be used vertically,
offering new possibilities for applications
with less exposure to heavy wear.
Whether RAUVISIO noir or RAUVISIO brilliant
noble matt – you choose depending on
the application.

At REHAU we think about
every aspect of design –
only a perfectly matched
combination allows furniture
to achieve its full potential.

By using RAUKANTEX noble matt edgebands you can be sure that your
chosen surfaces blend to form components with seamless integration
– with the same quality in both appearance and feel. Add zero joint
functionality for long-lasting looks and hygiene with RAUKANTEX
pro. RAUVOLET noble matt ensures that the spaces you create are
not only beautiful but also smart. Efficient storage units with a smooth
closing mechanism are suitable for even the smallest spaces, while
the noble matt surface has high appeal with its anti-fingerprint
properties, velvety feel and scratch-resistant durability. A consistent
continuation of our desire to create, ‘the art of storage’.

